
















































AGUIRRE-SACASA ON STU REDMAN: He’s our story’s Everyman. Down to Earth, no-nonsense, 
decent, and plain-spoken. Steady and stoic. He’s like John Proctor in “The Crucible” by Arthur 
Miller: A good man, trying to do his best during Godless times. 

PERKINS ON STU REDMAN: Yup, the Everyman. Constantly striving just to live a normal life. 
Trying to be a football star at school, trying to be a hard worker in a dying business, trying to be 
a normal husband and father in a tragically short marriage ... yet ... Stu needs to carry the dignity 
and determination that will see him through so very many hardships to come.

Stu Redman



AGUIRRE-SACASA ON FRANNIE. My favorite character in the novel. I didn’t give Mike Perkins much 
art direction in terms of how he should draw our characters — for that, there’s always the original 
novel to refer to, and anyway, Mike’s a genius — but for Frannie, I did write: “We have to fall in love 
with her immediately.” Which, of course, we do. Just like Harold Lauder and Stuart Redman do.

PERKINS ON FRANNIE: Aaah, dear Frannie. Just following the descriptions right there in the book, 
you know you have to fall in love with her. She has to have that glint of fun and mischief in her 
eyes but also the determination to be a strong survivor ... and not just for herself.

Frannie



AGUIRRE-SACASA ON LARRY UNDERWOOD. Stephen King’s novels and stories frequently feature artists 
as heroes or anti-heroes. Usually, for obvious reasons, these artists are writers; Thad Beamount in The 
Dark Half and Ben Mears in Salem’s Lot immediately spring to mind, but the list goes on and on. In The 
Stand, we have singer/songwriter Larry Underwood, on the brink of stardom when the super-flu hits, 
which — to me — is Larry in a nutshell: Wrong place, wrong time. 

What I like best about Mr. Underwood (note his last name, pun fully intended, I’m sure) is that, at 
the start of The Stand, everyone has basically given up on him — including Larry, himself — and 
that somehow, as unlikely as it seems, he does go through what his mother describes as a “change 
of soul.” What makes Stephen King such a brilliant writer is that for quite a long while, you’re not 
entirely sure which side Larry’s gonna end up on: Good or evil.  

He also happens to be a key player in one of the novel’s most terrifying set pieces: His and Rita’s 
escape from Manhattan via a corpse-choked Lincoln Tunnel. 

PERKINS ON LARRY UNDERWOOD: My favorite character in the book. Larry has to represent both what we 
would like to be and what we hope we never turn into. He should be recognizable as “the rock star” but 
tries to hide the fact. There should be a darkness to him — a darkness he truly wishes to overcome within 
himself.

Larry 
Underwood


